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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In 1998 Al Gore described his vision for a digital earth (or virtual globe) as a 3D virtual representation
of the Earth which would provide access to vast amounts of scientific and cultural information to
help untrained people understand the Earth and its natural and human phenomena on-demand,
from global to local scales. The International Society for Digital Earth was established in 2006 to
further this vision. The International Society for Digital Earth is a non-political, non-governmental
and not-for-profit international organization, which principally aims to promote academic exchange,
science and technology innovation, education, and international collaboration towards Digital Earth.
The vision has been partly realised, with a number of different virtual globes existing today.
The Open Digital Earth Foundation (OEDF) was recently established to contribute to the global effort
to help fully realise the original vision, and to encourage partnerships in open globe applications to
enable the power of globes to be widely shared to help address society’s challenges, including with
those nations and communities with lesser access to emerging technologies.
This paper provides a preliminary summary of 23 existing unique virtual globe platforms and seven
associated visualisation applications, plus four virtual globe visualisation applications that do not
qualify as platforms as do not allow users to add any data or make customisations. Information is
mostly drawn from the websites of each globe, with limited software testing performed. The paper
classifies virtual globes as; platforms and/or visualisation applications, open source or closed source,
and public access or restricted access, noting whether they are free or paid. It also summarises
whether each globe supports 11 nominated potential user functionalities.
It is hoped that in finalising the paper, examples of case study applications and commentary from
virtual globe users, developers and experts, will be included. Such inclusion would provide some
insight into the reasons globes are created, why certain technologies are chosen, and the benefits
the use of globes have to organisations and individuals.
This document is intended as a resource for interested end-users to understand the range of globe
options available, their functionality and characteristics. The intent is to provide information to
users, not to provide analysis or recommendations on which globes best suit particular purposes.
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PURPOSE OF THIS PAPER

This paper presents an updated preliminary summary of 34 virtual globe platforms and visualisation
applications.
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INTRODUCTION

A digital earth (or virtual globe) is a 3D virtual representation of the Earth that can display many
different views of the planet and its natural and human phenomena. Virtual globes can be
categorised as platforms or visualisation applications, open source or closed source, and public
access or restricted access (as well as whether they are free or paid).
Platforms provide the base globe (software or source code) onto which data and/or customisations
can be added to create visualisation applications for specific regions or themes. Many of the existing
virtual globe platforms are also classified as visualisation applications as they provide data (the
amount and type of which varies). There are a few virtual globes that are only classified as
visualisation applications and do not qualify as platforms, as do not allow users to add any data or
make any customisations.
Closed source platforms are complete software packages targeted at end users who simply need to
add data to create visualisation applications for particular areas or themes. Users often have to pay
for closed source systems, although free versions with limited functionality are sometimes available.
For closed source systems, the ownership of the software stays with the producer of the product
which means the user cannot sell, distribute, copy and/or change the content of the software. As the
owner has complete control, it puts the user at risk if for instance the owner decides to suddenly
decommission the product. Open source platforms are often not as straight forward to use, so tend
to be targeted at experienced users/developers who can support build and customisation (via
coding). Open source platforms can be updated more quickly than closed source platforms when the
user community gets enthusiastic. They may be more reliable for long term projects due to the
broader base of developers which reduces the likelihood that they will disappear if the original
creator stops working on them. End users can then use the resulting visualisations created.
Public access globes are visualisation applications for which the data they provide is publicly
available, while the data in restricted access globes may be restricted to, for example, a specific
company or section of a government.
This paper summarises 23 unique virtual globe platforms. The existence of so many virtual globe
platforms is likely a consequence of the immaturity of the technology. Emerging technologies tend
to have many players in the beginning, all offering slightly different products looking for a
competitive advantage. Over time, as the technology matures, certain products obtain the market
share and others drop out of the market or are absorbed by the bigger players. We may see the
number of unique virtual globe platforms reduce as they become more ubiquitous.
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EXISTING VIRTUAL GLOBES OVERVIEW

Table 1 summarises 23 existing unique virtual globe platforms and seven associated visualisation
applications, plus four virtual globe visualisation applications that do not qualify as platforms as do
not allow users to add any data or make any customisations. It is likely that many other visualisation
applications, and possibly some platforms, exist which are not discussed in this paper. The globes in
the table are categorised as platform and/or visualisation application, closed source or open source,
public or restricted access, and free or paid. The operating system for each globe, as well as whether
each supports 11 potential user functionalities, is summarised in Table 2. The content of both tables
is based on information available online and limited testing of globes or demo globes. Some of the
major globes (those numbered 1-7 in Table 1) are described in further detail in sections 5 and 6 with
the remainder very briefly described in section 7.
Table 1 Categorisation of 23 existing unique virtual globe platforms and some associated visualisation applications, plus
4 virtual globes that are purely visualisation applications

Unique
Platform
1

Google Earth

2

5

ESRI ArcGIS
Earth
Bing Maps 3D
PYXIS
WorldView
Studio
Cesium

6

World Wind

7
8

Marble
SkylineGlobe

9

EV-Globe

3
4

10
11

SuperMap GIS
Digital Earth
Science
Platform
12 osgEarth
13 CitySurf Globe
14 Earth 3D

Visualisation
Application

Closed /
Open
Source
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

Public
Public
Public
Public

Free
Free
Free
Free

Bing Maps 3D
WorldView Studio &
Gallery

Closed
Closed

Public
Public

Free
Free &
Paid

Cesium
Australian National Map
Bhuvan-3D
QLD Cube Globe
World Wind
3D Data Viewer
Marble
SkylineGlobe
Army Geospatial
Enterprise (AGE)
GeoGlobe

Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Open
Closed
Closed

Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Restricted (US Army)

Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Paid
Restricted

Unknown (Chinese)

Unknown
(Chinese)

Unknown (Chinese)

Unknown
(Chinese)

SuperMap GIS
Digital Earth Science
Platform (DESP/CAS)

Closed
Closed

Public
Restricted (Chinese

Paid
Restricted

CitySurf Globe
Earth 3D

Open
Closed
Open

Google Earth
QLD Globe
QLD G20 Globe
ArcGIS Earth

Public / Restricted
Access

Free /
Paid

Government)

n/a as platform only
Public
Public

Free
Paid
Free
(donations
taken)

7

15

EarthBrowser

16
17
18

OpenWebGlobe OpenWebGlobe
Glob3 Mobile
Glob3 Mobile
WebGL Earth 2 WebGL Earth 2

19
20
21

EarthBrowser

Closed

Public

Open
Open
Open

Public
Public
Public

Paid
(cheap)
Free
Free
Free
(donations
taken)

VirtualGeo
OssimPlanet
Norkart Virtual
Globe
22 GeoBrowser3D
23 Microsoft
Visual
Experience
Engine

VirtualGeo
OssimPlanetViewer
Norkart Virtual Globe

Closed
Open
Open

Public
Public
Public

Paid

GeoBrowser3D
World Wide Telescope

Closed
Open

Public
Public

Paid

24
25
26

-

*NASA’s Eyes
*Kaspersky Cyberthreat
*Pokémon GO

Closed
Closed
Closed

Public
Public
Public

27

-

*Science On a Sphere

Closed

Public

Free
Free
Free &
Paid
Free &
Paid

Free
Free

Free

*Not a platform as does not allow the user to add any data or make any customisations
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Table 2 Virtual globe user functionality overview (Note that the below information was gathered online and from limited testing of globes and its accuracy is not guaranteed)

Virtual Globe

Operating System

Google Earth

Windows, Mac,
Linux, Android, iOS

ArcGIS Earth
Bing Maps 3D

Windows
Windows

PYXIS
WorldView

Windows

Cesium

Any browser that
supports WebGL
including mobile
All platforms
including Android
and iOS
Linux, Windows,
Mac, Android
Windows

World Wind

Marble
SkylineGlobe

EV-Globe
SuperMap GIS

DESP/CAS
osgEarth

Windows
Windows, Linux, AIX,
K-UX, Android and
iOS
unknown
Linux, Mac, Windows

Basemaps &
Data
Yes (only
basemap is
imagery)
Yes
Yes

Place
Search
Yes

3D
Navigation
Yes

Add Data
Yes

3D
Objects
Yes

Yes
Yes

No (none
loaded by
default but
provided via
Gallery)
Yes

Terrain
Yes

Distance
Measure
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Limited

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes (high-res
US imagery
& streets,
lower-res
elsewhere)
unknown
Yes (For
China)

Yes

unknown
Yes
(example
Earth files)

Annotate

Symbology
Control
Limited

Analysis

Extensible

No

No

Limited
No

No
No

No
No

No

Yes
Yes (pin
only)
No

Yes

Yes

No (has
some
widgets)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

unknown
Yes

unknown
Yes

unknown
Yes

unknown
Yes

unknown
Yes

unknown
Yes

unknown
Yes

unknown
Yes

unknown
Yes (e.g.
line of
sight)

unknown
Yes

Yes
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CitySurf Globe

Windows

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Windows or Mac

Yes (For
Turkey)
Yes
(Imagery)
Yes

Earth 3D

Linux, Windows, Mac

EarthBrowser

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes (for
placemark)

No

No

OpenWeb
Globe
Glob3 Mobile

Cross-platform

unknown

Yes

Yes

unknown

unknown

Yes

unknown

Yes
(placemark
only)
unknown

unknown

unknown

Yes

Android, iOS, HTML5
browsers

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

WebGL Earth2

Android, iOS, HTML5
browsers
Windows, Mac,
Linux, LTS, HTML5
browsers
Windows, Mac
Windows

Yes (imagery
only by
default)
Yes
(basemaps)
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes

Windows, Mac, Linux
Windows, HTML5

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

No
Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes
Yes
(constellation lines)
No

Yes
Yes (added
data)

Windows, Mac,
Android, iOS
Any browser that
supports WebGL
iOS and Android
Windows, Mac

Yes
No
(could be
added)
Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes
Yes (16
datasets in
Lite version,
100 in
Explorer)
Basemaps &
Data

No
No

Yes
Yes
(limited in
Lite
version)

No
No (only
from
library
but not
in Lite)
Add Data

Yes
Yes
(satellite)

No
Yes

No
Yes

No
Yes

No
No

No
Yes
(graph)

No
No

Symbology
Control

Analysis

Extensible

VirtualGeo

OssimPlanet
Norkart Virtual
Globe
GeoBrowser3D
World Wide
Telescope
*NASA’s Eyes
*Kaspersky
Cyberthreat
*Pokémon GO
*Science On a
Sphere Explorer

Virtual Globe

Operating System

Place
Search

3D
Navigation

3D
Objects

Terrain

Distance
Measure

Annotate
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5.1

MAJOR CLOSED SOURCE PLATFORMS & ASSOCIATED VISUALISATION
APPLICATIONS
PLATFORM 1: GOOGLE EARTH

Google Earth (Figure 1) released in 2001 by Google, is the most well-known virtual globe platform. It
is a closed source, complete application targeted at end users and is free (Google Earth Pro is now
also free). It is also a visualisation application as provides a range of data to the user. After the
download and installation of software, a plug-in, or the application, it can be used on desktop, web
or mobile. It enables users to add their own data but does not provide the ability to customise the
interface. The Google Earth API was deprecated December 2014 and shut down by the end of 2016.
The following capabilities are noted;
 User-friendly
 Up to date imagery and data
 A lot of functionality including; 3D navigation, search, drawing and measuring, place marks
and tours, 3D terrain and buildings, support for kml/kmz and gps data containing
placemarks, vector data, raster overlays and 3D models, views of ocean, sky and planets,
ability to adjust sunlight, print, share, overview map, fly throughs, historical aerial
photography, street view, sketchup, lots of vector data available, dynamic imagery source
and date, dynamic coordinates and elevation at cursor, dynamic eye altitude
 Ability to link to Google applications and accounts, with sign in allowing save of ‘My Places’
 Google Earth Pro has advanced measuring and drawing tools and the ability to create movies
 Imagery loads seamlessly
 Available in 43 languages
The following limitations are noted;
 Unknown positional accuracy of imagery
 Cannot turn off imagery i.e. no other basemaps provided
 Custom tile sets and custom terrain data are difficult to add
 Deprecation of Google Earth Enterprise (2015) removes ability for organisations to host
private Google Earth layers
 Symbology and labelling options are limited

Figure 1: The Google Earth Globe
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5.1.1 Queensland (QLD) Globe / QLD G20 Globe
The QLD Globe released in 2013, and the QLD G20 Globe (no longer public) released in 2014 (Figure
2) are Queensland (Australia) Government visualisation applications implemented within the Google
Earth platform, using Google Earth Enterprise at the back end. They are free public access interactive
tools allowing users to view and explore Queensland maps, imagery (including up-to-date satellite
images) and other spatial data. The data is packaged as KML that can be opened in Google Earth and
easily used on desktop, web or mobile. Download and installation of the Google Earth software is
required. As Google Earth Enterprise was deprecated as of March 20, 2015 and is only supported
through to March 22, 2017, the visualisation applications will be moved to the ArcGIS Earth
platform.
The following capabilities are noted;
 All the features of the free Google Earth application are available
 The custom data available within the QLD Globe KML includes;
o imagery (e.g. latest satellite or aerial)
o places (e.g. population centre, suburb)
o boundaries (e.g. coastline, local government, electorate, postcode)
o roads (e.g. arterial road, minor road)
o rail (e.g. railway line, railway station)
o transport (e.g. ferry, mall, busway, path, track)
o addresses
o land parcel (e.g. property boundary, property label)
o land parcel tenures (e.g. freehold, national park, state forest, state land)
 The data available within the QLD G20 Globe KML relates to 6 sectors;
o agriculture
o construction
o resources
o tourism
o science and innovation
o education and training
 Releases and updates of the QLD Globe are regularly made
The following limitations are noted;
 Same limitations as Google Earth

Figure 2: The QLD Globe (left) and QLD G20 Globe (right)
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5.2

PLATFORM 2: ARCGIS EARTH

ArcGIS Earth (Figure 3) released in 2015 by ESRI, provides an alternative for Google Earth Enterprise
Client users after its deprecation, for which support ends March 2017. It is a closed source, complete
application targeted at end users and is free. It is also a visualisation application as provides a range
of data to the user. After the download and installation of desktop software, it enables users to add
their own data but does not provide the ability to customise the interface. It is integrated with the
rest of the ArcGIS platform so users can access and share their data. ESRI’s other 3D products
include; ArcGlobe (2003) which is part of the ArcGIS 3D Analyst extension allowing 3D visualization
of raster and feature data, 3D scene viewer (2014) which allows users to view, create and share 3D
scenes, ArcGIS Pro (2015) which adds a 3D view to 2D desktop GIS, and CityEngine 2016 which
enables creation of 3D city models. The below relate to ArcGIS Earth.
The following capabilities are noted;
 User-friendly
 Functionality includes; 3D navigation, terrain, ESRI basemaps, add data from ArcGIS Online,
Portal for ArcGIS, Living Atlas content, support for shp, kml/kmz, csv, tpk, spk and WMS,
drawing, 3D measuring, search, save image, email, print, view layer properties, dynamic
coordinates at cursor, dynamic eye altitude
 Integration of other ArcGIS applications, with sign in allowing access to user content
 Imagery loads seamlessly
The following limitations are noted;
 Drawing symbology and name cannot be edited after placement, and symbology of added
data other than shapefile must be set in external packages
 3D buildings have to be added
 Lightweight so drawing performance suffers with large amounts of data

Figure 3: ArcGIS Earth
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5.3

PLATFORM 3: BING MAPS 3D

Microsoft Bing Maps 3D (Figure 4) is confusing as it was previously known as Live Search Maps,
Windows Live Maps, Windows Live Local, and MSN Virtual Earth. The bird’s eye imagery version was
released in 2005, while the 3D Maps application was released in 2006. There is a Bing Maps 3D
plugin available to enable the 3D option in Bing Maps however it seems this has been superseded by
the Windows 10 3D ‘Maps’ application. It is another closed source virtual globe platform. It is also a
visualisation application as provides some data to users including road and aerial basemaps with
terrain, streets, places of interest, and traffic. It is free and has an API for Windows users to add Bing
Maps aerial 3D and streetside imagery into their services.
The following capabilities are noted;
 Up to date imagery and data
 Road and aerial imagery basemaps are available
 Functionality includes; 3D navigation, directions, search, print, share, drop pin, traffic,
streetside imagery, integrated Wikipedia, TripAdvisor and other review site information,
search nearby, locate me, 3D buildings, tabs to keep open different map views
 Sign in to a Microsoft account allows use of ‘My Places’ for users to add points and save up
to 200 places
 Imagery loads seamlessly
The following limitations are noted;
 Limited vector data available
 No ability for the user to import their own data
 No symbology options
 No measure capability
 3D buildings are not available in all areas
 Streetside imagery not available everywhere
 Moving between tabs can cause display issues
 Accessing the 3D version of maps (rather than the birds eye imagery) is confusing

Figure 4: The Bing Maps 3D globe
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5.4

PLATFORM 4: WORLDVIEW

WorldView consists of Studio and Gallery components (Figure 5) developed by Canadian company
the PYXIS Innovation. WorldView Studio was released in April 2015 with the browser version rereleased in July 2016. The Studio is the closed source platform, requiring download and installation
or use within a web browser. The Gallery is the online repository for published data that provides
the visualisations. Using the Studio is free although requires an account. Up to 1GB of data can be
published to the Gallery for free. The interface can be somewhat customised with widgets. There is
an API which is available by request to those committed to developing similar interfaces and
applications. The Open Geospatial Consortium is actively developing a standard for the digital spatial
reference system, called a Discrete Global Grid System, used in WorldView.
The following capabilities are noted;
 Simple and user friendly
 Functionality includes; 3D navigation, search, supports raster, elevation, and vector data
types, locate me, zoom to, symbology control, attribute display, widgets, selection of
features, freehand areas, polygon areas to calculate statistics, watershed creation (requires
elevation data)
 Eight maths widgets to derive statistics about data via selections (Average, Sum, Min, Mix,
Count locations with same property, Count number of layer features within area, Area,
Distribution).
 Import wide range of data formats which are converted to ‘GeoSource’ format
 Create themed visualisations (Maps)
 Discrete Global Grid System retains accuracy for all data at all scales
The following limitations are noted;
 Data load can be very slow for some GeoSources
 Very limited 3D symbology
 No distance measure capability
 No mobile application

Figure 5: The PYXIS WorldView Studio (left) and Gallery (right)
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6.1

MAJOR OPEN SOURCE PLATFORMS & ASSOCIATED VISUALISATION
APPLICATIONS
PLATFORM 5: CESIUM

Cesium (Figure 6) founded in 2011 by Analytical Graphics Inc. in the US, is a JavaScript library for
creating 3D globes and 2D maps in a web browser without a plugin. It uses WebGL (web graphics
library) for hardware-accelerated graphics, and is cross-platform, cross-browser, and aimed at
dynamic-data visualisation. Cesium is open source under the Apache 2.0 license so is free for
commercial and non-commercial use. It is different from a 3D globe like Google Earth because it is
not a complete application targeted at end users. It requires programming to use and has a lot of
potential for customisation and user added content. As it provides some base data to users, it is also
classified as a visualisation application.
The following capabilities of Cesium are noted (as per the Cesium website);
 API has 3 views; 3D, 2D & 2.5D
 Create data-driven time-dynamic scenes using CZML (Cesium language based on JSON)
 Visualize high-resolution worldwide Terrain and add custom terrain data
 Layer imagery from multiple sources, including WMS, TMS, WMTS, OpenStreetMap, Bing
Maps, ArcGIS MapServer, Google Earth Enterprise, and standard image files
 Draw GeoJSON and TopoJSON, draw 3D models using COLLADA and glTF with animations
and skins, draw and style a wide range of geometries: polylines, billboards, labels
 Draw and extrude polygons, polygons with holes, rectangles, circles, and ellipses,
boxes, spheres, ellipsoids, and cylinders, corridors, polyline volumes, and walls
 Draw the atmosphere, sun, sun lighting, moon, stars, and water
 Camera navigation with mouse and touch handlers for rotate, zoom, pan with inertia, flights,
free look, and terrain collision detection
 Batching, culling, and JavaScript and GPU optimizations for performance
 Precision handling for large view distances (avoiding z-fighting) and large world coordinates
(avoiding jitter)
 High-precision math and time for reference frames, projections and conversions
 Widgets available for a range of functions (http://cesiumjs.org/features.html)
 Plugins for extra functionality (http://cesiumjs.org/plugins/index.html)
The following limitations are noted;
 Coding in JavaScript and CZML required to use Cesium so it is more difficult to implement
than if using a compete globe e.g. Google Earth

Figure 6: A Cesium globe demo
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6.1.1 Australian NationalMap
Geoscience Australia use Cesium (along with TerriaJS) for their NationalMap visualisation application
(previously operated by NICTA - National Information Communications Technology Australia). It
provides map-based access to Australian government agency spatial data. Data is not stored in the
National Map; it is all accessed directly from each custodian government agency using OGC (Open
Geospatial Consortium) standards. This provides centralised access to multi-jurisdictional, multicustodian authoritative datasets, with users also able to obtain information on how to download the
data and use it within other applications. The map is open source software developed by NICTA
working with the Commonwealth Department of Communications, Geoscience Australia and other
government agencies. NICTA added useful code back into the Cesuim database as a result of this
project. The map is available to government, business and the public to facilitate the open data
initiative and support commercial and community innovation.
The following capabilities are noted;
 A lot of datasets provided as well as the ability to add data from a local system or the web
 Nine different basemaps provided
 Functionality includes; 3D navigation, legends, search, 3D and 2D views, terrain data, sharing
and embedding of maps
The following limitations are noted;
 No symbology control
 No analysis capabilities
 No measuring or annotation

Figure 7: Australia's National Map

6.1.2 Bhuvan-3D
Bhuvan-3D (Figure 8) developed by the National Remote Sensing Centre in India, is a virtual globe
visualisation application for India built using the Cesium API virtual globe platform. The Cesium
version of Bhuvan was released in 2014. It is free and can be accessed via web browser with or
without a plugin.
The following capabilities are noted;
 Good quality navigation, similar to Google Earth
 Some 3D building models available
 Authoritative Indian satellite imagery and roads basemaps are provided
 Terrain data and a terrain profile tool are available
 Can create screen recordings
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The following limitations are noted;
 Indian imagery is not colour corrected/balanced
 Only six data layers available with no legends
 Layers draw in the order they are turned on, hence may obscure the labelling of any layer
turned on previously and labels cannot be turned off
 No features attribute information available
 Some 3D Model bookmark zoom locations are not accurate and the models float in mid air
 The help displays underneath the navigation panel and cannot be seen
 Very slow to load initially and load response on zoom is slow
 Screen recordings can’t be saved to file

Figure 8: The Bhuvan globe

6.1.3 QLD Cube Globe
The Cube Globe (Figure 9) released in 2014 (website now decommissioned), was developed in a
partnership between the Queensland (Australia) State Government Department of Natural
Resources and Mines, and Queensland University of Technology’s Institute for Future Environments.
The Cube is one of the world's largest digital interactive learning and display spaces, consisting of 48
multi-touch screens two storeys high. The Cube Globe was a state-of-the-art visualisation application
built on the Cesium platform using the same data as the G20 Globe.
The following capabilities are noted;
 World-first spatial platform using state-of-the-art immersive visualisation, interactive maps,
animation and multi-media design
 Tells compelling stories about QLD using the same data as the G20 Globe
 Touch screen
The following limitations are noted;
 Same limitations as Cesium

Figure 9: The QLD Cube Globe
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6.2

PLATFORM 6: WORLD WIND

Similar to Cesium but developed by NASA, World Wind (Figure 10) released in 2004, is a JavaScript
software development kit (SDK) and API for creating 3D virtual globes in a web browser or on a
mobile device. It is free, open source, cross-platform, and cross-browser. World Wind allows
developers to quickly and easily create interactive visualisations of 3D globe, map and geographical
information. Again, it requires programming to use but has a lot of potential for customisation and
user added content. Its capabilities seem very similar to Cesium and the advantages/disadvantages
of each are difficult to compare without actually using the packages. As with Cesium, because it
provides some base data, it is also classified as a visualisation application.
The following capabilities are noted (as per the World Wind website);
 Adds 3D geographic visualization to any application
 Runs on Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, iOS (partial) and Android (partial)
 Runs in web pages in Java applets
 Free run-time and development license
 Huge collection of high-resolution imagery and terrain from NASA servers, plus displays highresolution imagery, terrain and GIS data from any open-standard public or private source
 Open-standard interfaces to GIS services and databases
 Large collection of geometric and geographic shapes
 Simple to extend and modify, designed to be extensible
 Uses Java and OpenGL
 Point, Path, Polygon, Curtain, Extruded Polygon, Ellipsoid, Sphere, Cylinder, Cone, Pyramid,
Box, Airspaces, Path, Polygons, Ellipse, Circle, Quadrilateral, Rectangle, Square, Text, Image
 Annotation: Text, Text Balloon, HTML5 web-browser Balloon, Image, Icons
 Placenames, Political boundaries
 2.5D “Flat Globe” with terrain
 Navigation and Viewing: Orbit View, First Person, Stereo, application-defined
 Multiple World Wind windows
 Many imagery and vector formats
 Coordinate Systems: Lat/Lon, UTM, MGRS. Datums: WGS84, NAD27 and many others
The following limitations are noted;
 Built in layer management is not ideal
 The WMS plugin has limited support for current WMS standards
 Coding in JavaScript is required to use the SDK and API so more difficult to build than if using
a compete globe e.g. Google Earth

Figure 10: The World Wind globe
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6.2.1 3D Data Viewer
Geoscience Australia used World Wind to develop their 3D Data Viewer visualisation application
(Figure 11) which allows users to compare national datasets over 3D terrain data. The Java Runtime
Environment is required to launch the application.
The following capabilities are noted;
 Available national datasets are Radiometric Map of Australia, Gravity Anomaly Map of the
Australian Region, Magnetic Anomaly Map of Australia, Surface-related Uranium, Terrain
interpretations, National ASTER geoscience maps
 Global datasets include imagery, earthquakes, volcanoes, place names, coastlines and
country borders
 Functionality includes; 3D navigation, search, terrain data, vertical exaggeration, save
screenshots, add data from the web, and work offline
The following limitations are noted;
 No symbology control
 No analysis capabilities
 No measuring or annotation

Figure 11: Geoscience Australia 3D Data Viewer
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6.3

PLATFORM 7: MARBLE

Marble (Figure 12) released in 2006 by K Desktop Environment (KDE) International, is another free,
open source (LGPL) virtual globe platform and world atlas for desktop (Linux, Wondows, Mac) and
mobile (Beta for Android). Written in C++ and providing bindings for Qt Quick (QML) and Python, it is
part of the KDE (international free software community) education project and allows users to learn
more about the Earth and other planets. Data is provided by OpenStreetMap, as well as NASA Blue
Marble: Next Generation and others. The user can view clouds and sun shadow, follow satellites and
space stations and display their orbits, which are all updated in real-time. They can also travel back
in time and learn about historic views of the planet using maps from past centuries as well as maps
of the moon and other planets. As it provides a vast array of data and information to users it is also
classified as a visualisation application.
The following capabilities are noted;
 A lot of maps are provided including; imagery, topography, roads basemaps, weather, realtime clouds, real-time satellites, post codes, earthquakes, real-time traffic, historical maps,
moon and planets, photos
 Functionality includes; address searching, positioning and tracking, routing and navigation
for vehicles bikes and pedestrians, measurement, elevation profiles, bookmarks, offline
mode, links to Wikipedia articles, support for GPS data, GeoJSON, KML, open street map and
csv data
 Uses little disk space and memory
 Great educational tool
The following limitations are noted;
 The vector coastlines and country borders used on some map themes are low accuracy
 Not true 3D as only uses 2D graphics so there is no camera rotation (tilt) available

Figure 12: The Marble globe
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7
7.1

OTHER PLATFORMS & VISUALISATION APPLICATIONS
PLATFORM 8: SKYLINEGLOBE

A closed source US enterprise GIS software suite, released in 2006. TerrarExplorer has 3D desktop,
mobile and web applications for viewing, editing, exploration and analysis. The SkylineGlobe web
application requires installation of the TerraExplorer plugin and can be extended with the API. It
provides high resolution US imagery and streets data and has free demo viewer versions.
7.1.1 Army Geospatial Enterprise (AGE) GeoGlobe
A US Army enterprise approach to raster and vector data sharing and visualisation in a 3D
environment. It is based on Skyline and use is restricted to the US Department of Defence.
7.2

PLATFORM 9: EV-GLOBE

A Chinese 3D information platform for big data management that integrates with SuperMap GIS. It
has functionality such as annotation and terrain measurement. There is limited information available
in English.
7.3

PLATFORM 10: SUPERMAP GIS

Chinese GIS software with 3D integrated throughout the suite of products. Products include Desktop
GIS, Service GIS, Component GIS and Mobile GIS platforms and spatial data production, processing
and management tools.
7.4

PLATFORM 11: DIGITAL EARTH SCIENCE PLATFORM (DESP)

A virtual globe developed by the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) with limited information
available in English. It is a space information system which processes and analyses satellite and
airborne remote sensing data acquired by three CAS ground receiving stations, and simulates earth
system change.
7.5

PLATFORM 12: OSGEARTH

Introduced by Pelican Mapping in the US in 2009, it is another open source (LGPL) C++ software
library that enables run-time terrain model generation in an OpenSceneGraph application (open
source high performance 3D graphics toolkit). It can pull data from web services (WMS, WCS, TMS)
as well as many GDAL supported formats. Quantum GIS (QGIS) have added 3D capability using an
osgEarth plugin.
7.6

PLATFORM 13: CITYSURF GLOBE

A commercial Turkish GIS product by CitySurf first released in about 2006 that displays and analyses
the whole earth in 3D. Some of its functionality includes searching, filtering, movie recording, 3D
profiles, and GPS support. It also has a mobile version for Android.
7.7

PLATFORM 14: EARTH3D

Developed as part of a student’s diploma thesis at Braunschweig University of Technology, Germany
in about 2004 before Google bought Keyhole Inc. and created Google Earth. It has an application and
a library to visualise the Earth in 3D using data from NASA, USGS, the CIA and the city of Osnabrück.
Earth3D is free software (GPL).
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7.8

PLATFORM 15: EARTHBROWSER

A cheap (US$20) product released by Lunar software in 2007 which is an Adobe Flash/AIR-based
virtual globe with real-time weather forecasts, earthquakes, volcanoes, and webcams. It also has an
iOS application using OpenGL.
7.9

PLATFORM 16: OPENWEBGLOBE

The bachelor’s thesis of a student at University of Applied Sciences North western Switzerland in
2011. It was a free and open source virtual globe SDK written in JavaScript using WebGL.
OpenWebGlobe 2 is currently under development.
7.10 PLATFORM 17: GLOB3 MOBILE
Glob3 Mobile is an open source SDK for building 3D virtual globe applications on Android, iOS or
HTML5 web browsers. It has 2D, 2.5D and 3D views and can support any kind of data, even 3D point
clouds with good performance. It works online and offline, it supports real time and temporal data,
dynamic 3D symbology and complex camera animation.
7.11 PLATFORM 18: WEBGL EARTH 2
WebGL Earth 2 is a free, open source, Leaflet compatible API (Leaflet is a modern open source
JavaScript library for mobile-friendly interactive maps) developed by Klokan technologies in
Switzerland. Version 2, powered by CesiumJS, was released in 2014. It allows easy embedding of a
3D globe in websites, with out-of-the box user friendly features and support for mobile devices.
WebGL Earth uses the CesiumJS project for the rendering of core globe data and the WebGL
developers contribute code back into the Cesium project.
7.12 PLATFORM 19: VIRTUALGEO
A suite of software created by French company Diginext as a visualisation and analysis platform for
large 2D and 3D datasets, from global scale right down to building interiors and underground. It has
a desktop studio application, a browser plugin, a web JavaScript API that supports mobile platforms,
and an SDK.
7.13 PLATFORM 20: OSSIMPLANET
An open source 3D viewer built on OpenSceneGraph, libwms, and OSSIM. The OssimPlanet viewer is
the demonstration visualisation application built using the osgPlanet C++ library and API. It provides
access to geospatial formats including raster, vector, elevation data, and web mapping services.
7.14 PLATFORM 21: NORKART VIRTUAL GLOBE
First online in 2001 and acquired by the Norwegian company Norkart in 2006 for further
development, Virtual Globe is a 3D globe viewer Java Web Start application. It displays land and sea
floor terrain models, imagery, and 3D building models, and allows place name search.
7.15 PLATFORM 22: GEOBROWSER3D
An Italian 3D web GIS built on top of CesiumJS in 2015, it is closed source and solutions are highly
tailored to customer requirements as per the demonstrations on the website. A set of complete
solution packages are available, including for energy, tourism, environment, and data collection. It
supports vector, raster, 3D building models, point clouds, and analysis, and all CesiumJS plugins are
compatible with GeoBrowser3D. There is a mobile application for iOS and Android, and a desktop
version.
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7.16 PLATFORM 23: WORLDWIDE TELESCOPE
Created by Microsoft in 2007, it provides access to hundreds of terabytes of sky, earth and planet
data for free. It functions primarily as a virtual telescope, with imagery from ground and space based
telescopes to enable exploration and guided tours of the universe, but also has an Earth mode. WWT
was converted to open source in 2015 and now has an SDK.
7.17 VISUALISATION APPLICATION 24: NASA’S EYES
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s Eyes application has 3D visualisations for the Earth, the Solar
System and the Exoplanets. The Eyes on the Earth app was created in 2009 and shows the
Earth’s vital signs with data including air temperature, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, sea level,
ice and water. There is also a mobile app version called “Earth Now” showing data from Nasa’s Earth
observing satellites.
7.18 VISUALISATION APPLICATION 25: KASPERSKY CYBERTHREAT
An interactive cyber threat map created by the international (headquarters in Russia) software
security group Kaspersky in 2014, which visualises cyber security incidents occurring worldwide in
real time. Users can watch a demo, switch to a 2D view, change the colour theme from dark to light,
rotate and zoom, click on countries for information, and view statistics. A widget allows the map to
be added to other websites with HTML code. The maps purpose is to advertise Kaspersky’s security
software.
7.19 VISUALISATION APPLICATION 26: POKÉMON GO
Is a location-based augmented reality game for iOS and Android devices in which players try to catch
virtual Pokémon found in real world locations. It is a free, closed source application released in July
2016. It uses a 3D mashed up version of what is highly likely a Google Maps base, although this
seems to be unconfirmed by the developer Niantic. The map visualisation moves in real-time as the
user moves through their environment, as well as changing between day and night themes. The
augmented reality option is available when catching a Pokémon via the devices camera.
7.20 VISUALISATION APPLICATION 27: SCIENCE ON A SPHERE EXPLORER
NOAA’s Science On a Sphere (SOS) is 6 foot (1.8m) diameter animated globe that uses computers
and projectors to display data related to the atmosphere, ocean, land, astronomy, and various
models and simulations. It is installed at science centres, universities, and museums as an
educational tool. There is also a flat screen version called SOS Explorer released in 2015, and a free
cut down version called SOS Explorer Lite. The flat screen version uses a visualisation engine called
Terraviz developed by NOAA using the Unity 3D game engine. It provides schools and the public
access to a selection of datasets and movies, as well as tools to zoom, query attributes, graph, add
websites, and annotate with videos, pictures, and placemarks.
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8

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper is only intended to provide a preliminary summary of virtual globes. Fuller testing of the
capabilities of each existing globe will help refine the information provided and provide a
recommendation on how best to improve the Open Digital Earth Foundation Globe.
However, if there is a preference to use a platform that is a completed application targeted at end
users and hence would only require the creation of a data package to produce the globe, then
ArcGIS Earth may provide a good option given the deprecation of Google Earth Enterprise (2015)
removes the ability for organisations to host private Google Earth layers.
ArcGIS Earth:
 User friendly
 Good navigation
 Good range of functionality
 Under active development and enhancement
 Integrates with the rest of the ArcGIS platform
If there is a preference to use an open source platform on which to build and customise a globe via
the source code (application programming interface (API) or software development kit (SDK)) then
Cesium may provide the best option. It seems to have the most functionality and largest active user
base of the open source globes.
Cesium:
 Good navigation
 Excellent range of functionality with widgets and plugins for additional functionality
 Able to handle many formats of custom data
 3 views; 3D, 2.5D, 2D (World Wind only has 3D and 2.5D)
 Compatible with mobile
 Under active development and enhancement
This paper provides the basic foundation from which the OEDF can make a decision on how best to
improve their Foundation Globe. It is suggested that further software testing be undertaken for the
final decision.
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9

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

2D

Two Dimensional

3D

Three Dimensional

AGI

Analytical Graphics Inc. The US Company who provides commercial software for
designing, developing and operating missions within the space and national defence
communities. They are the founders of Cesium.

Apache 2.0

Apache 2.0 software license (http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)

API

Application Programming Interface. In computer programming, an API is a set of
routines, protocols, and tools for building software applications. An API expresses a
software component in terms of its operations, inputs, outputs, and underlying
types.

C++

A general-purpose programming language.

CAS

Chinese Academy of Sciences. CAS comprises a comprehensive research and
development network, a merit-based learned society and a system of higher
education. CAS brings together scientists and engineers from China and around the
world to address both theoretical and applied problems using world-class scientific
and management approaches.

CIA

Central Intelligence Agency. The CIA is one of the principal intelligence-gathering
agencies of the United States federal government.

COLLADA

An interchange file format for interactive 3D applications.

CZML

Cesium code language based on JSON for describing a time-dynamic graphical scene,
primarily for display in a web browser running Cesium. It describes lines, points,
billboards (markers), models, and other graphical primitives, and specifies how they
change with time.

DNRM

Department of Natural Resources and Mines. State Government of Queensland,
Australia.

ESRI

Environmental Systems Research Institute, ArcGIS software developer.

GDAL

Geospatial Data Abstraction Library. GDAL is a library for reading and
writing raster geospatial data formats.

GeoJSON

Is an open standard format for encoding collections of simple geographical
features along with their non-spatial attributes using JavaScript Object Notation.

GIS

Geographic Information System.

glTF

A file format.

GPL

General Public License. The most widely used free software license, which
guarantees end users (individuals, organizations, companies) the freedoms to use,
study, share (copy), and modify the software.

OEDF

Open Digital Earth Foundation. The ODEF has been established through initial
collaboration between the State Government of Queensland, Australia, the Australia
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and New Zealand Cooperative Research Centre for Spatial Information, and the
International Society for Digital Earth. It is a non-profit organisation supporting the
application and use of open Digital Earth data and technologies for shared societal
benefits.
OGC

Open Geospatial Consortium. The OGC are an international voluntary
consensus standards organization, originated in 1994. In the OGC, more than 400
commercial, governmental, non-profit and research organizations worldwide
collaborate in a consensus process encouraging development and implementation of
open standards for geospatial content and services, GIS data processing and data
sharing.

OpenGL

Open Graphics Library. OpenGL is a cross-language, multi-platform application
programming interface for rendering 2D and 3D vector graphics.

HTML5

Is a core technology markup language of the Internet used for structuring and
presenting content for the World Wide Web.

JavaScript

A dynamic computer programming language.

Leaflet

Leaflet is a modern open source JavaScript library for mobile-friendly interactive
maps.

LGPL

Lesser General Public License. LGPL is a free software license published by the Free
Software Foundation. The license allows developers and companies to use and
integrate LGPL software into their own (even proprietary) software without being
required by the terms of a strong copyleft license to release the source code of their
own software-parts.

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration. NASA is the United States
government agency responsible for the civilian space program as well as
aeronautics and aerospace research.

NICTA

National Information Communications Technology Australia. NICTA is Australia’s
Information Communications Technology (ICT) Research Centre of Excellence and
the nation’s largest organisation dedicated to ICT research. NICTA’s primary goal is
to pursue high-impact research excellence and, through application of this research,
to create national benefit and wealth for Australia.

Python

Is a widely used general-purpose, high-level programming language.

Qt Quick

Is a free software application framework that provides a way of building custom,
highly dynamic user interfaces with fluid transitions and effects, which are becoming
more common especially in mobile devices.

QLD

State of Queensland, Australia.

QUT

Queensland University of Technology, Australia.

RADI

Chinese Institute of Remote Sensing and Digital Earth. RADI sits under the Chinese
Academy of Sciences (CAS) and was founded in 2012. The largest research institute
in the field, RADI was established through consolidating two CAS institutes: the
Institute of Remote Sensing Applications (IRSA) and the Center for Earth Observation
and Digital Earth (CEODE).
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SDK

Software Development Kit. An SDK is typically a set of software development tools
that allows the creation of applications for a certain software package, software
framework, hardware platform, computer system, video game console, operating
system, or similar development platform.

TMS

Tile Map Service. TMS, is a specification for storing and retrieving cartographic data,
developed by the Open Source Geospatial Foundation.

TopoJSON

Is an extension of GeoJSON that encodes topology.

USGS

United States Geological Survey. The USGS is a scientific agency of the United States
Government.

WebGL

Web Graphics Library. WebGL is a JavaScript API for rendering interactive 3D
computer graphics and 2D graphics within any compatible web browser without the
use of plug-ins

WCS

Web Coverage Service. WCS defines Web-based retrieval of coverages – that is,
digital geospatial information representing space/time-varying phenomena.

WMS

Web Map Service. WMS is a standard protocol for serving georeferenced map
images over the Internet that are generated by a map server using data from a GIS
database.

WMTS

Web Map Tile Service. WMTS is a standard protocol for serving prerendered georeferenced map tiles over the Internet.
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